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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have data on the 75,000 employees of your company. The data
contains the properties shown in the following table.
You need to store the employee data in an Azure Cosmos DB
container. Most queries on the data will filter by the Current
Department and the Employee Surname properties.
Which partition key and item ID should you use for the
container? To answer, select the appropriate options in the
answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Partition key: Current Department
Item ID: Employee ID
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/desig
ning-a-scalable-partitioning-strategy-for-azure-tab

NEW QUESTION: 2
By investing in a diversified portfolio, an investor will:
A. lower his risk and increase his expected return.
B. lower both his risk and his expected return.
C. lower his risk without affecting his expected return.
D. eliminate all the market risk associated with his investment
portfolio.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: By investing in a diversified portfolio, an
investor will lower his risk without affecting his expected
return. In diversifying, he selects securities whose returns do
not move together. This does not affect the expected returns of
the individual securities and, by extension, his portfolio of
securities. When he does so, he is diversifying away the
unsystematic (non-market) risk associated with the individual
securities. Market risk is the risk that all firms face to one
degree or another and cannot be diversified away.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following protocols is designed to send individual
messages securely?
A. Secure Electronic Transaction (SET).
B. Kerberos
C. Secure HTTP (S-HTTP).
D. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
Answer: C
Explanation:
An early standard for encrypting HTTP documents, Secure HTTP
(S-HTTP) is designed to send individual messages securely. SSL
is designed to establish a secure connection between two
computers. SET was originated by VISA and MasterCard as an
Internet credit card protocol using digital signatures.
Kerberos is an authentication system.
Source: KRUTZ, Ronald L. &amp; VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep
Guide: Mastering the
Ten Domains of Computer Security, 2001, John Wiley &amp; Sons,

Page 89.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two HTML properties can JavaScript access to change the
text value of an HTML element? (Choose two.)
A. title
B. nodeValue
C. nodeType
D. innerHTML
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation
The innerHTML property sets or returns the inner HTML of an
element.
Example:
document.getElementById('myAnchor').innerHTML="Contoso";
The title property sets or returns the element's advisory
title.
Example:
var
x=document.getElementsByTagName('body')[0];document.write("Body
title: " + x.title);
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